Introduction {#s0001}
============

Epigenetic modifications involve heritable and *de novo* changes in chromatin structures, and can sometimes be influenced by the underlying DNA sequence. DNA methylation is one of the most extensively studied epigenetic modifications and involves the addition of a methyl group to the fifth carbon of the cytosine nucleotide. DNA methylation patterns are relatively stable and conserved during cellular division, but can be altered significantly through development, metabolic disorders and pathologies, or by external effectors such as nutrition, pollution, and stress.[@cit0001] As DNA methylation marks reflect both environmental and genetic influences,[@cit0004] they provide insight into how extrinsic and intrinsic stimuli can interact to induce physiological or pathological changes. Epigenome-wide association studies (EWAS), in which DNA methylation profiles of large numbers of clinical samples are assayed, are being increasingly employed to uncover biological mechanisms that underlie health outcomes.[@cit0008]

The success of EWAS interrogating DNA methylation marks faces two main challenges. First, unlike genome-wide association studies (GWAS), these marks are generally tissue specific and thus assaying clinical samples relevant to the disease is critical. Second, the choice of assay platform to employ, which is influenced by the trade-off between cost-effectiveness and genomic coverage, can influence the findings from the study. Practical and ethical limitations for collection of relevant tissue biopsies have led to the use of peripheral tissue surrogates such as buccal swabs and blood samples. Buccal swabs are generally preferred as they are relatively homogenous in cellular composition, and their collection procedure is non-invasive and hence extendible to pediatric cohorts. Blood profiles are dominated by leucocyte DNA, which are more labile to external influences such as acute infection. In addition, Lowe et al.[@cit0012] showed that buccal is a more informative surrogate tissue in non-blood related diseases/phenotypes. This observation has also been reiterated in the work of Smith et al.[@cit0013] that highlighted the advantages of methylome profiling of saliva over blood in EWAS of psychiatric traits.

Many methods are available to interrogate DNA methylation in clinical samples at single-base resolution. These methods can be broadly classified into 2 categories: microarray- and next-generation sequencing (NGS)-based. Microarray-based technologies, such as Infinium HumanMethylation27[@cit0014] and Infinium HumanMethylation450 (Infinium 450K),[@cit0015] use a fixed number of probes to survey specific genomic loci across the genome. Infinium 450K has thus far been the most widely used method in EWAS due to its low cost, modest DNA requirement, and significantly reduced sample processing time, making high-throughput processing of large numbers of clinical samples possible. However, microarray-based platforms are unable to expand beyond genomic regions dictated by both the number and specificity of probes, thereby limiting the exhaustive screening of the genome for epigenetically altered loci. Of the different next generation sequencing (NGS)-based technologies, whole-genome bisulfite conversion (WGBS)[@cit0016] is generally regarded as the gold standard because it provides the highest genomic coverage; however, its substantial cost and processing time renders it unfeasible in EWAS where large numbers of samples have to be assayed. To reduce the cost and processing time, NGS alternatives to WGBS use various approaches to target specific loci in the epigenome. Reduced-representation bisulfite sequencing (RRBS) platforms[@cit0019] use cytosine methylation-specific restriction enzyme digestion; affinity-enrichment platforms, such as Methylated DNA Immunoprecipitation Sequencing (MeDIP-Seq),[@cit0021] utilize methylation-specific antibodies to extract methylated-cytosine-containing DNA fragments after DNA fragmentation. Compared to RRBS platforms, MeDIP-Seq allows broader coverage of the genome but fails to provide methylation measures at base-pair resolution. Both platforms, however, introduce bias toward CpG-rich repeats.[@cit0024] Moreover, both technologies are limited in regions surveyed due to the available restriction digestion enzymes or antibodies. Another affinity-enrichment platform, Methyl-Capture Sequencing (MC Seq) utilizes target-specific bait sequences, circumventing this restriction through bait design and allows for epigenome-wide surveying of specific genomic loci of physiological and clinical interest. MC Seq thus presents an attractive cost-effective alternative to uncover novel disease-associated genomic loci in EWAS, and overcomes the limitations of lower genome coverage (Infinium 450K), high cost and processing time (WGBS), while avoiding overrepresentation of repeated (RRBS) and methylated regions (MeDIP-Seq).

The performance of MC Seq has been examined in a few studies. Hing et al.[@cit0026] demonstrated the use of MC Seq in surveying different tissues in the mouse genome. Li et al.[@cit0027] provided a comprehensive evaluation of the technical performance of MC Seq, illustrating the method\'s accuracy through comparison with WGBS and reproducibility of methylation values across technical replicates in maize samples and human cell lines. They also used buccal epithelial samples and showed that MC Seq can detect allelic DNA methylation at selected imprinted DMRs. However, no evaluation was performed on other MC Seq methylation sites, nor did they examine interindividual variation, which is the main variable of interest in EWAS, and likely to require higher resolution, as interindividual differences are usually smaller than those of allelic imbalance. Allum et al.[@cit0028] recently reported the utility of MC Seq in investigating interindividual variation using an adipose tissue customized panel. An EWAS study of plasma triglyceride levels was performed using adipose tissue derived from obese subjects with comparison of methylation values from MC Seq with those generated by WGBS or Infinium 450K.

There are 3 major issues that remain to be addressed in considering the utility of the MC Seq approach for studies that relate variation in DNA methylation to phenotype. First, no study has yet examined the performance of MC Seq in investigating interindividual variation from routinely used clinical samples such as buccal swabs. Second is the issue of the required amount of DNA material. Hing et al.[@cit0026] utilized a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach (Agilent SureSelect Human Methyl-Seq), using 3 μg of starting DNA, while Li et al.[@cit0027] and Allum et al.[@cit0028] employed a bisulfite-convert-then-capture assay (Roche NimbleGen), using as little as 500 ng of DNA.[@cit0027] Both Li et al.[@cit0027] and Allum et al.[@cit0028] also compared the performance of a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach using 3 μg of starting DNA with that of a bisulfite-convert-then-capture assay. Thus, the feasibility of employing a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach with MC Seq using smaller quantities of genomic DNA has not been investigated either. Finally, there is, as yet, no direct comparison between MC Seq employing a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach with Infinium 450K. This study provides a comparison of methods to help choose an appropriate platform for future EWAS. We first evaluate the technical performance of MC Seq in human buccal DNA samples. Second, we provide a comprehensive comparison of Infinium 450K and MC Seq, across key functional genomic regions in context of their coverage and concordance of methylation calls in clinical samples. Last, as proof-of-principle, in a small sample, we examine the utility of MC Seq in studying interindividual variation and demonstrate that methylation values from MC Seq can distinguish subjects from different ethnic groups. We find that the performance of MC Seq with a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach, using either 1 μg or 3 μg of DNA, was similar; hence, MC Seq can be used with starting DNA quantity comparable to the requirement for Infinium 450K. We also show that, compared to Infinium 450K, MC Seq provides increased coverage of the epigenome and, hence, the detection of more genomic sites showing interindividual variation. However, the application of MC Seq to EWAS with small effect sizes will only be feasible if the inter-group differences exceed the technical variation.

Results {#s0002}
=======

Overview of MC Seq analysis of human buccal epithelial samples {#s0002-0001}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The DNA methylome of 7 buccal epithelium samples were generated using MC Seq with a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach with 3 μg of genomic DNA. Mapping efficiency, sequence duplication rates and sequence bait specificities are summarized in [Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}. On an average, 38 million pair-end reads were generated per sample, of which 34 million aligned uniquely to the bisulfite-converted human reference genome (hg19/GRCH37). Twenty-eight million reads remained after removal of duplicated reads; 93% and 97% of the reads were found within the target region or within 200 bases of the target region, respectively. Bait capture efficiency was high as reads within 200 bases of targeted regions were observed to be \>25-fold more abundant than the genomic background. Table 1.Summary of sequence alignment and duplicate rates for 7 buccal epithelium samples from MC Seq. F1_IndF2_IndF3_CauF4_ChiF5_ChiF6_ChiM7_ChiAverageRaw sequence reads32,974,84089,531,09634,696,22521,464,65441,325,12152,461,68136,269,24744,103,266Sequence pairs analysed in total27,882,56477,296,64129,464,39318,066,63734,755,95644,321,37630,962,01237,535,654Number of paired-end alignments with a unique best hit25,782,03465,302,69827,722,82316,721,94332,445,26640,018,39629,287,69533,897,265Mapping efficiency (%)92.584.594.192.693.490.394.691.7Duplicate (%)7.0445.765.745.126.427.725.3111.87Sequence pairs after removing duplicate23,966,52935,419,35126,131,25715,865,46530,362,84036,928,16627,733,64928,058,180Reads in targeted region (%)93.4489.6493.7093.6592.9594.3693.9093.09Reads in targeted regions 200 bp (%)97.1392.9197.0197.1296.9897.3597.1796.52

SureSelect Human Methyl-Seq panel (Agilent Technologies) was designed to capture 3.2 million CpGs within its baits target region, of which 51%, 19%, 5%, and 25% belonged to CpG islands, shores, shelves, and open seas, respectively ([Fig. 1a](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}); 25%, 3%, 15%, 34%, 2%, 2%, and 19% of the CpGs belonged to promoter, 5′-UTR, exon, intron, 3′-UTR, TTS, and intergenic regions ([Fig. 1b](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). With 200 bases flanking both sides of the target regions, MC Seq would capture 4.8 million CpGs, with similar CpG content distribution ([Fig. 1a](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}) and similar genomic features distribution ([Fig. 1b](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). In our buccal epithelium samples, we detected an average of 2.6 million CpGs with at least 10X coverage, the majority of which (89%) were within the target region. The number of detected CpGs located on shores, shelves, and open seas was comparable to the expected (maximum possible within target region), while the number of detected CpGs belonging to CpG islands was lower than expected ([Fig. 1a](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 1). The observed distribution of CpGs within genomic features was similar to the expected ([Fig. 1b](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 2). Figure 1.Analysis of MC Seq data. a -- CpG content distribution of CpGs (island, shore, shelf, and open sea). Height of bar graphs represent number of CpGs covered by MC Seq, where dark, medium and light blue bars represent maximum possible within 200 bases of target region list, maximum possible within target region list and observed CpGs (for one sample), respectively. b -- Functional genomic distribution of CpGs (promoter, 5′-UTR, exon, intron, 3′-UTR, TTS, and intergenic). Height of bar graphs represent number of CpGs covered by MC Seq, where dark, medium and light blue bars represent maximum possible within 200 bases of target region list, maximum possible (within target region list) and observed CpGs (for one sample), respectively. c -- Chromosome distribution of CpGs for all 7 buccal samples. Height of bar graphs show number of CpGs detected at each chromosome normalized by number of CpGs on the chromosome in human epigenome (hg19). Male sample M7_Chi shows a peak in normalized number of CpGs detected on Y chromosome. d -- Pie chart showing number and percentage of methylation sites detected within CpG, CHG, and CHH context for one sample. e -- Pearson correlation and scatterplot of methylation values from MC Seq for replicate 1 (horizontal axis) and replicate 2 (vertical axis) for one sample. Color represents density of CpG sites, with darker blue indicating higher density of CpG sites and lighter blue indicating lower density of CpG sites. Five hundred randomly selected CpG sites are shown as black points. Dotted line gives y=x line, solid line gives best-fit line; overlapping lines indicate high concordance between replicates. f -- Cumulative percentage of probes (vertical axis) vs. absolute difference in methylation between replicates (horizontal axis), at ≥10X (solid line), ≥30X (dashed line), ≥50X (dotted line) and ≥70X (dotted-dashed line) reads coverage, for one sample. g -- Hierarchical clustering analysis of replicates show that replicates cluster together. Corresponding plots for a-b and d-g for other samples are provided in Supplementary Figs. 1--5.

[Fig. 1c](#f0001){ref-type="fig"} shows the chromosome-wise distribution of CpGs detected by MC Seq, normalized by the number of CpGs in the human epigenome on the chromosome, for all 7 samples. As expected, only the male sample (M7_Chi) showed representation of CpGs on the Y chromosome and this sample had a relatively poorer coverage of the X chromosome than the female samples ([Fig. 1c](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). All samples also showed comparatively lower coverage on chromosome 18 ([Fig. 1c](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}), which is a consequence of the bait design (data not shown). In addition to methylation sites within the CpG context, MC Seq also detected 5.7 million and 15.1 million methylation sites within CHG and CHH context with at least 10X reads coverage ([Fig. 1d](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 3).

Reproducibility of MC Seq {#s0002-0002}
-------------------------

To investigate the technical variation of MC Seq in buccal samples, 4 of the 7 samples were investigated in duplicate. Mapping efficiency, sequence duplication rates, and sequence bait specificities for the 4 replicate samples are summarized in Supplementary Table 1. Sample-based Pearson correlation between replicates was high (R=0.9812 with minimum of 10X reads coverage, [Fig. 1e](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 4). Due to the large number of CpG sites (\>2 million) used to calculate the sample-based correlation, it is not uncommon for the sample-based correlation to be high (\>0.90). However, a high sample-based correlation might not translate into high probe-based calculation because the probe-based calculation is calculated using fewer data points (the number of samples performed in replicates). For example, Allum et al.[@cit0028] observed sample-based correlations exceeding 0.90 in all their comparisons, but the average probe-based correlation was only 0.2. In studying interindividual variation, the probe-based correlation might be more important than the sample-based correlation. Reports of environmentally driven interindividual variation in methylation have typically detailed changes between 0--5%. The Infinium 450K can detect differences of 20% in methylation with 99% confidence.[@cit0015] As a more sensitive measure of technical variation, we report the absolute difference in methylation and the cumulative percentage of probes showing absolute differences in methylation within 5%, 10%, 20%, and 50%, respectively ([Fig. 1f](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 5). With a minimum of 10X reads coverage, 63%, 21%, 12%, and 3% of probes showed absolute differences in methylation within 0--5%, 5--10%, 10--20%, and 20--50%, respectively ([Fig. 1f](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 5). The performance was improved at 30X, where 71%, 20%, 9%, and 1% of probes showed absolute differences in methylation within 0--5%, 5--10%, 10--20%, and 20--50%, respectively ([Fig. 1f](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary [Fig. 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Further increases in reads coverage improved the performance minimally. Replicates clustered together in hierarchical clustering ([Fig. 1g](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}).

Performance of MC Seq at 3 μg and 1 μg was similar {#s0002-0003}
--------------------------------------------------

To investigate the performance of MC Seq in buccal samples using lower quantity of genomic DNA, 2 (F5_Chi and M7_Chi) of the 7 samples were repeated with MC Seq using 1 μg of genomic DNA. Mapping efficiency, sequence duplication rates and sequence bait specificities for the 2 samples performed using 1 μg of genomic DNA are summarized in Supplementary Table 2 and are similar to those performed using 3 μg of genomic DNA ([Table 1](#t0001){ref-type="table"}). MC Seq performed similarly using lower quantities of genomic DNA ([Table 2](#t0002){ref-type="table"}). The comparison of MC Seq at 1 μg and 3 μg ([Fig. 2](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}) mirrors the comparison between technical replicates at 3 μg ([Fig. 1e-f](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}), with similar error rates shown in [Figs. 1 and 2](#f0001 f0002){ref-type="fig"}. Correlation of methylation values derived using 1 μg and 3 μg of genomic DNA was high (R=0.9842 with minimum of 10X reads coverage, [Fig. 2a](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 6). With a minimum of 10X coverage, 67%, 20%, 11%, and 3% of probes showed absolute differences in methylation within 0--5%, 5--10%, 10--20%, and 20--50%, respectively ([Fig. 2b](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 7). Performance was improved at 30X reads coverage, where 74%, 19%, 7%, and 1% of probes showed absolute differences in methylation within 0--5%, 5--10%, 10--20%, and 20--50%, respectively ([Fig. 2b](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 7). Further increase in reads coverage to 50X showed only slight improvement, where 78%, 17%, 5% and 0.2% of probes showed absolute differences in methylation within 0--5%, 5--10%, 10--20%, 20--50%, respectively ([Fig. 2b](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 7). Furthermore, hierarchical clustering analysis performed on the 4 samples (F5_Chi at 1 μg and 3 μg and M7_Chi at 1 μg and 3 μg) showed that the corresponding 1 μg and 3 μg samples clustered together ([Fig. 2c](#f0002){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Performance of MC Seq at 3 μg and 1 μg were similar. a -- Pearson correlation and scatterplot of methylation values from MC Seq at 3 μg (horizontal axis) and 1 μg (vertical axis) for one sample. Color represents density of CpG sites, with darker blue indicating higher density of CpG sites and lighter blue indicating lower density of CpG sites. Five hundred randomly selected CpG sites are shown as black points. Dotted line gives y=x line, solid line gives best-fit line; overlapping lines indicate high concordance at 3 μg and 1 μg. b -- Cumulative percentage of probes (vertical axis) vs. absolute difference in methylation between 3 μg and 1 μg (horizontal axis), at ≥10X (solid line), ≥30X (dashed line), ≥50X (dotted line) and ≥70X (dotted-dashed line) reads coverage, for one sample. c -- Hierarchical clustering analysis shows that corresponding samples at 3 μg and 1 μg cluster together. Corresponding plots for a-b for other samples are provided in Supplementary Figs. 6--7. Table 2.Comparison of performance of MC Seq using 1 μg and 3 μg of genomic DNA. First two columns give number of CpGs observed at 1 μg and 3 μg, third column gives the number of common CpGs observed at both. Last two columns give the correlation between methylation values at 1 μg and 3 μg.Using only CpG sites with methylation in range 1--99% (reads coverage ≥ 10X)Sample IDMC Seq 1µgMC Seq 3µgCommonPearson RSpearman RF5_Chi2,394,2291,955,1751,754,9970.96580.9286M7_Chi2,069,4341,765,3581,523,2000.97130.9250Average2,231,8321,860,2671,639,0990.96860.9268Using CpG sites with methylation in range 0--100% (reads coverage ≥ 10X)Sample IDMC Seq 1 µgMC Seq 3 µgCommonPearson RSpearman RF5_Chi3,283,3322,761,0302,738,0790.98080.9328M7_Chi2,964,1012,601,0012,549,7340.98420.9223Average3,123,7172,681,0162,643,9070.98250.9275

Methylation values from MC Seq and Infinium 450K were highly correlated and both gave a bimodal distribution {#s0002-0004}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To compare MC Seq and Infinium 450K, the same 7 buccal samples were also interrogated using Infinium 450K, with replicates for 4 of the 7 samples ([Table 3](#t0003){ref-type="table"}). Technical replicates showed high concordance in methylation values, and more than 99% of probes passed quality control, indicating high performance of Infinium 450K (Supplementary Fig. 8, Supplementary Table 3). The sample-based correlation between methylation values from MC Seq and Infinium 450K was high and increased slightly with increasing coverage (R=0.9776, 0.9819, and 0.9840 at 10X, 30X, and 50X, respectively), while the number of CpGs detected decreased significantly (Number of CpGs = 2.6, 1.3, and 0.6 million at 10X, 30X, and 50X, respectively) with increasing coverage ([Fig. 3a-c](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs. 9--11). With a minimum of 10X coverage, 57%, 24%, 15%, and 4% of sites showed 0--5%, 5--10%, 10--20%, and 20--50% absolute differences in methylation between the 2 platforms, respectively ([Fig. 3d](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 12). Concordance between MC Seq and Infinium 450K was slightly improved at 30X, where 60%, 23%, 14%, and 3% of probes showed absolute differences in methylation within 0--5%, 5--10%, 10--20%, and 20--50%, respectively ([Fig. 3d](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Fig. 12). The distribution of methylation values from both platforms followed a bimodal distribution, with the range for methylation values derived from Infinium 450K slightly condensed compared to those derived from MC Seq ([Fig. 3e-f](#f0003){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs. 13--14). Figure 3.Methylation values from MC Seq and Infinium 450K were highly correlated and both gave a bimodal distribution. a -- Observed number of CpGs (vertical axis) from MC Seq for one sample at different MC Seq reads coverage (horizontal axis). As reads coverage increases (left to right), number of CpGs decreases (top to bottom). b -- Pearson correlation (vertical axis) between methylation values from MC Seq and Infinium 450K at the same CpG sites, at different MC Seq reads coverage (horizontal axis) for one sample. As reads coverage increases (left to right), Pearson correlation increases (bottom to top). c -- Scatterplot of methylation values from MC Seq (≥10X, vertical axis) and Infinium 450K (horizontal axis) at the same CpG sites for one sample. Color represents density of CpG sites, with darker blue indicating higher density of CpG sites and lighter blue indicating lower density of CpG sites. Five hundred randomly selected CpG sites are shown as black points. Dotted line gives y=x line, solid line gives best-fit line; parallel lines indicate high correlation between methylation values from the 2 platforms; slight vertical shift indicates a small systematic bias. d -- Cumulative percentage of probes (vertical axis) vs. absolute difference in methylation between MC Seq and Infinium 450K (horizontal axis), at ≥10X (solid line), ≥30X (dashed line), ≥50X (dotted line) and ≥70X (dotted-dashed line) reads coverage, for one sample. e -- Distribution of methylation values for *all* CpGs from MC Seq (≥10X, solid line) and Infinium 450K (dotted line) for one sample. f -- Distribution of methylation values for *common* CpGs from MC Seq (≥10X, solid line) and Infinium 450K (dotted line) for one sample. Corresponding plots for other samples are provided in Supplementary Figs. 9--14. Table 3.Comparison of MC Seq and Infinium 450K. %meth 0--100 (reads coverage ≥ 10X)%meth 1--99 (reads coverage ≥ 10X)Sample IDNumber of CpGs shared with InfiniumPearson RSpearman RNumber of CpGs shared with InfiniumPearson RSpearman RF1_Ind334,0560.97650.9187242,9150.96530.9085F2_Ind335,8750.97470.9244250,0700.96380.9194F3_Cau336,4960.97430.9268250,0500.96200.9178F4_Chi306,2930.96790.9195211,3890.94870.9027F5_Chi348,4140.97190.9253262,5470.95890.9126F6_Chi365,0530.97670.9276277,9240.96700.9221M7_Chi338,7000.98020.9177245,2140.97090.9122Average337,8410.97460.9229248,5870.96240.9136Common291,087     

Methylation values from both MC Seq and Infinium 450K distinguish interindividual variation {#s0002-0005}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A key interest in EWAS is to identify methylation sites that show appreciable interindividual variation with the outcome/phenotype of interest. As a proof-of-principle to demonstrate that MC Seq can detect significant interindividual variation that is related to phenotype, we clustered our 7 multi-ethnic samples using unsupervised hierarchical clustering. As it has been previously reported that the most variable CpGs can be influenced by genotype,[@cit0029] we performed clustering analysis using only the most variable CpGs (CpG sites with interquartile range \> 20%). MC seq detected 3.7 times more variable CpG sites than Infinium 450K (7,880 CpG sites for MC Seq at ≥ 30X reads coverage vs. 2130 CpG sites for Infinium 450K), indicating the gain in genomic coverage. Both platforms clustered samples by ethnicity ([Fig. 4](#f0004){ref-type="fig"}) with generally high confidence,[@cit0030] and the results were robust to the clustering method and distance metric used (Supplementary Figs. 15--16). For MC Seq, 4393 (56%) and 4712 (60%) out of 7,880 CpGs were located within 1 bp and 10 bp of SNPs, while 1178 (55%) and 1290 (61%) out of 2130 CpGs were located within 1 bp and 10 bp of SNPs for Infinium 450K. We further annotated these 7,880 CpGs (for MC Seq) and 2130 CpGs (for Infinium 450K), and compared them to the overall distribution of CpGs assayed by the 2 platforms (Supplementary Figs. 17--18). For both platforms, these highly variable CpGs were more likely to be located in intronic and intergenic regions, and were less likely to be located in promoter and exon regions (Supplementary Fig. 17). They were also more likely to be located in CpG shelves and open seas, and less likely to be in CpG islands (Supplementary Fig. 18). Figure 4.Hierarchical clustering analysis of methylation values showed clinical samples clustered by ethnicity. a -- Hierarchical clustering analysis of all 7 samples profiled using MC Seq, using most variably methylated probes, e.g., probes with interquartile range \>20% (autosomal sites). Clustering was performed using Euclidean distance and "ward.D" method in R. b -- Hierarchical clustering analysis of all 7 samples profiled using Infinium 450K, using most variably methylated probes, e.g., probes with interquartile range \>20% (autosomal and non cross-reactive sites). Clustering was performed using Euclidean distance and "ward.D" method in R. Hierarchical clustering analysis using other distance metrics and agglomeration methods, are reported with their approximately unbiased p-values, in Supplementary Figs. 15--16.

MC Seq provides denser coverage of the epigenome {#s0002-0006}
------------------------------------------------

We further compared MC Seq and Infinium 450K in context of their coverage of the epigenome ([Table 4](#t0004){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 5](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs. 19--20). There are 28 million CpGs in the human epigenome (hg19). As mentioned above, MC Seq was designed to assay up to 3.2 million CpGs within the target regions (11% of all CpGs in epigenome). In our buccal epithelia samples, we detected an average of 2.6 million CpGs (9% of all CpGs in epigenome) and 1.4 million CpGs (5% of all CpGs in epigenome) with at least 10X and 30X coverage, respectively. By contrast Infinium 450K arrays assay only 1.7% of the CpGs present in the human epigenome. MC Seq platform includes 395,817 (82%) of the 482,421 CpGs on Infinium 450K. Both platforms provided coverage for 91--93% of all 29K CpG islands in the human epigenome. Infinium 450K covered 87% and 79% of CpG shores and shelves respectively, while MC Seq covered 86% and 60% of CpG shores and shelves, respectively ([Fig. 5b](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs. 20). Both platforms are similar in the percentage of promoter regions covered; MC Seq and Infinium 450K covered 85% and 88% of all promoter regions, respectively ([Fig. 5a](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs. 19). The proportions of TSS and 3′UTR regions covered by both platforms were also similar (87% for TTS and 40% for 3′UTR). MC Seq covered a significantly higher proportion of exon, intron, and 5′UTR regions (MC Seq vs. Infinium 450K: 29% vs. 21% for exon, 45% vs. 35% for 5′UTR, and 39% vs. 29% for intron). Even though the percentage of CpG islands and promoter regions covered by the 2 platforms are similar, MC Seq covered these regions at a much higher density, i.e., MC Seq assays more CpGs for the same promoter region when compared to Infinium 450K ([Fig. 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs. 21--22). Likewise, MC Seq generally assays other genomic regions at much higher density ([Fig. 6](#f0006){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Figs. 21--22). Compared to these theoretical values of coverage for MC Seq calculated based on the bait design, we observed similar coverage of the epigenome (percentage covered and density of coverage) at 10X, but reduced coverage at 30X (Supplementary Figs. 19--22). However, to increase the coverage of the epigenome at 30X, more sequencing could be performed. We also found that the percentage of CpGs located near SNPs for both platforms were similar, e.g., 4% within 1 bp and 10% within 10 bp (data not shown). Figure 5.MC Seq provides denser coverage of the epigenome. a -- Genomic coverage (*percentage covered*) of unique genes (promoter, 5′-UTR, exon, intron, 3′-UTR, TTS, and intergenic regions) by Infinium 450K (dark blue), MC Seq, maximum possible (medium blue), and MC Seq, observed for one sample at \>=10X (light blue), respectively. b -- CpG coverage (*percentage covered*) of CpG islands, shores, and shelves, by Infinium 450K (dark blue), MC Seq, maximum possible (medium blue), and MC Seq, observed for one sample at \>=10X (light blue), respectively. Corresponding plots for other samples are provided in Supplementary Figs. 19--20. Figure 6.MC Seq provides denser coverage of the epigenome. Genomic coverage (*density of coverage*) of unique genes (promoter, 5′-UTR, exon, and 3′-UTR) by Infinium 450K (first column), MC Seq, maximum possible (second column), MC Seq, observed for one sample at ≥10X (third column), and MC Seq, observed for one sample at ≥30X (fourth column), respectively. Density of coverage for remaining regions (intron, TTS, and intergenic regions; CpG islands, shores, and shelves) are provided in Supplementary Figs. 21--22. Table 4.Summary of CpGs detected by MC Seq and Infinium 450K. %meth 0--100 (reads coverage ≥ 10X)%meth 1--99 (reads coverage ≥ 10X)Sample IDNumber of CpGs Covered at any depthNumber of CpGs in Target RegionsNumber of CpGs coveredNumber of CpGs covered within target regionsNumber of CpGs detected on InfiniumNumber of CpGs coveredF1_Ind4,559,5993,013,5702,556,4682,286,416485,0711,750,064F2_Ind5,693,6403,028,6012,663,4132,332,705485,0501,874,231F3_Cau4,533,6813,011,8222,570,2132,294,401484,9771,794,456F4_Chi4,305,5222,980,3782,234,8382,058,696485,0241,460,009F5_Chi4,800,0893,030,0792,761,0302,413,251485,0961,955,175F6_Chi4,802,5953,060,0893,004,2902,610,047485,0862,139,697M7_Chi4,527,7773,018,7532,601,0012,316,914485,3131,765,358Average4,746,1293,020,4702,627,3222,330,347485,0881,819,856Common3,583,577 2,050,654 440,594983,944

Discussion {#s0003}
==========

High-throughput methylome profiling of human samples is an important and evolving approach to investigate the role of epigenetic alterations in health. We established that MC Seq with a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach is an attractive alternative to the widely used Infinium 450K array. We demonstrated that the performance of MC Seq at 1 μg and 3 μg were similar, and thus concluded that MC Seq can be effectively carried out using a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach with 1 μg of genomic DNA, making these 2 technologies comparable in terms of the amount of DNA required (Infinium 450K also requires 1 μg of starting DNA). We also compared the 2 platforms in terms of their coverage of the epigenome and showed that MC Seq surveys a higher density of CpGs than Infinium 450K in key functional genomic regions and provides improved coverage of the human epigenome. Additionally, MC Seq also allows detection of 20.8 million methylation sites within the non-CpG context (CHG + CHH), which is a magnitude higher than the 450K, which offers only ∼3091 such sites. Finally, we demonstrated as proof-of-principle, in a small sample, that methylation values from MC Seq could distinguish subjects from different ethnic groups.

The Infinium 450K can detect differences of 20% in methylation with 99% confidence.[@cit0015] In our study of MC Seq, we observed that with a high reads coverage (≥30X), 91% of the detected CpGs had technical variation within 10%, while 9% of the detected CpGs had technical variation exceeding 10%, suggesting that MC Seq would be less sensitive than Infinium 450K in detecting small interindividual/inter-group differences in methylation. This would be an important consideration for studies with small effect sizes (5--10% inter-group differences).

We compared methylome profiles generated using a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach with those generated using Infinium 450K. A comparison of the capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach with the bisulfite-convert-then-capture approach (Roche NimbleGen) has previously been conducted.[@cit0027] Importantly, the capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach captures only one strand of the DNA, while the bisulfite-convert-then-capture approach captures both DNA strands, and thus the convert-first approach allows for profiling of genetic variation and detection of allele-specific DNA methylation in imprinted regions or hemi-methylation. For example, Li et al.[@cit0027] has illustrated the recapturing of allele specific information using the convert-then-capture approach; Allum et al.[@cit0028] compared genotype calls from the convert-then-capture approach to those from Illumina BeadChip array and found a 99% genotype concordance between the 2 methods.

There are 5 practical considerations in choosing a platform (MC Seq vs. Infinium 450K) to employ in an EWAS. These factors include (i) desired genomic coverage (MC Seq has higher density of CpGs, and hence higher coverage of variable sites); (ii) expected inter-group differences in methylation or sensitivity desired (Infinium 450K has higher sensitivity for subtle variations in methylome); (iii) cost (Infinium 450K has lower cost) and; (iv) coverage of methylation sites in non-CpG context (MC Seq has a higher capacity). The fifth factor for consideration is whether an investigator wishes to customize and specify methylation sites of interest, which can be only done through bait design in MC Seq. For example, an investigator may wish to include regions previously identified in other studies. Additionally, MC Seq baits can be customized for the organism or tissue of interest, similar to what was done by Hing et al.[@cit0026] for the mouse genome and Allum et al.[@cit0028] for adipose tissue. If the customized baits are designed to cover a smaller fraction of the genome, then the read coverage could be increased with no extra cost, potentially leading to higher accuracy, although as shown in this manuscript the gain in accuracy is limited.

Another practical consideration in employing MC Seq is the amount of sequencing required and minimum sequencing depth to filter methylation sites for analysis. This decision should be guided by statistical power calculations and would depend on (i) technical variation of MC Seq; (ii) expected inter-group differences and; (iii) study sample size. For detecting large inter-group differences, the required amount of sequencing and sequencing depth would be less than that for detecting small inter-group differences. Nevertheless, we find that at 10X reads coverage, 84% of the detected CpGs had technical variation within 10%. The technical variation was reduced at 30X reads coverage, where 91% of the detected CpGs had technical variation within 10%. The modest improvement in performance with a 3-fold increase in sequencing depth suggests that this is a feature of the platform. This is further supported by the fact that further increases in reads coverage did not decrease technical variation significantly (at 50X, 94% of CpGs had technical variation within 10%). The technical variation of MC Seq that we report here could be used to guide sample size determination in future EWAS. However, as technical variation of the assay would ultimately depend on experimental conditions, inclusion of replicate samples in each study would help the investigator determine the technical variation and the final minimum sequencing depth to filter methylation sites for analysis (e.g., the inter-group differences has to exceed the technical variation).

This study has several strengths. First, we conducted an extensive analysis of MC Seq in buccal samples, a non-invasive clinical sample ubiquitously collected across cohorts and popular among those studying a pediatric population. Previous investigations of MC Seq were in mouse,[@cit0026] maize,[@cit0027] cell lines,[@cit0027] and adipose tissue.[@cit0027] Second, we demonstrated that MC Seq could be used effectively with a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach using only 1 μg of DNA. Other studies have used a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach with 3 μg of DNA,[@cit0026] which has a number of limitations. Third, it is the first study investigating the utility of MC Seq in studying interindividual variation from buccal samples from different ethnic groups. The only other study investigating interindividual variation with MC Seq was done on adipose tissue.[@cit0028] Last, we provided a comprehensive evaluation between MC Seq and Infinium 450K comparing the strengths and weaknesses of each platform for future EWAS. We demonstrated that MC Seq with a capture-then-bisulfite-convert approach could be employed with 1 μg of DNA. Li et al.[@cit0027] showed that a bisulfite-convert-then-capture assay could be used with as little as 500 ng of DNA. It will be of interest to investigate if MC Seq approach can be used at lower quantities of DNA (≤500 ng) in the future.

In summary, we find that MC Seq is an attractive alternative platform to Infinium 450K, for interrogating DNA methylation at single-base resolution in large number of clinical samples. Both platforms can be deployed with 1 μg of DNA. MC Seq provides denser coverage of the epigenome but the use of MC Seq in EWAS with small effect sizes will only be feasible if the inter-group differences exceed the technical variation.

Material and Methods {#s0004}
====================

Collection and processing of buccal samples {#s0004-0001}
-------------------------------------------

Buccal epithelium was collected with informed consent from 7 volunteers comprising of 3 different ethnicities (Indian -- F1_Ind and F2_Ind; Caucasian -- F3_Cau; Chinese -- F4_Chi, F5_Chi, F6_Chi and M7_Chi); one of the 7 samples (M7_Chi) was male. Ethnicity was self-reported. The buccal epithelium collection was done using SK-2 Isohelix swabs following manufacturer\'s instructions (Isohelix, UK) and stored at −80°C until further use. DNA was extracted using the Isohelix Xtreme DNA Isolation kit (XME-50, Isohelix, UK), with minor modifications to manufacturer\'s protocol. Following isolation, DNA was quantified using a NanoDrop spectrophotometer (ND-2000, NanoDrop, USA) and Quant-It Picogreen dsDNA Assay (P11496, Life Technologies, USA). DNA integrity was also confirmed by gel electrophoresis. We investigated the performance of MC Seq using 3 μg of genomic DNA for all 7 samples with replicates for 4 samples (F1_Ind, F3_Cau, F4_Chi and M7_Chi). DNA methylation profiling using MC Seq was also conducted using 1 μg of genomic DNA for 2 samples (F5_Chi and M7_Chi). For comparison, all 7 samples were also profiled using 1 μg of DNA on Infinium 450K, with replicates for 4 samples (F2_Ind, F5_Chi, F6_Chi and M7_Chi).

MC Seq sample preparation and sequencing {#s0004-0002}
----------------------------------------

Genomic libraries were prepared using the SureSelect^XT^ Methyl-Seq Target Enrichment System for Illumina Multiplexed Sequencing (Agilent Technologies). Briefly, 1 μg or 3 μg of genomic DNA per sample were randomly sheared via ultra sonication and DNA fragments between 150--200 bp were extracted. Sample DNA then underwent end repair, adapter ligation, hybridization to SureSelect^XT^ Methyl-Seq Capture Library, streptavidin bead enrichment, bisulfite conversion, PCR amplification and were uniquely indexed using a 6-letter sequencing tag following the manufacturer\'s protocol. Sample genomic libraries were then pooled and multiplexed in 4 separate lanes using 100 bp paired-end sequencing (Illumina HiSeq2000).

Processing of MC Seq data {#s0004-0003}
-------------------------

Quality control of read sequences was performed using *FastQC. Trim Galore!* was then used to trim/remove reads with phred score \< 30 and/or read length \< 70 bases and *FastQC* was run on the trimmed sequences to verify quality control. The number of reads in the target region was determined using *bedtools intersect* (v2.24.0) command and we report number of reads within the target region as well as within 200 bases of the target region. Quality-trimmed paired-end reads were aligned to the reference human genome (hg19) using *Bismark* (v0.13.0)[@cit0031] and *bowtie2* (v2.2.4),[@cit0032] using default parameters. Duplicated reads were removed using *Bismark deduplication* tool. Methylation values were made using *Bismark methylation extractor*. Only methylation sites that were on the negative strand were retained. Sites that were on-target were determined using the *bedtools intersect* command; a site was considered on-target if it was within the target region.

Annotation of CpG sites from MC Seq {#s0004-0004}
-----------------------------------

To annotate CpG sites assayed by MC Seq (SureSelect Human Methyl-Seq panel), the full list of 28 million CpGs within the human genome (hg19) was downloaded from Saffery et al.[@cit0033] From this list of 28 million CpGs, we determined CpGs that were (i) within the bait design target regions and (ii) within 200 bases of bait design target regions. These CpGs, which represent the maximum possible CpGs that can be captured by MC Seq, were then annotated in terms of their genomic features (promoter, 5′-UTR, exon, intron, 3′-UTR, TTS and intergenic) and CpG content (island, shores, shelves, open seas) using *Homer annotatePeaks* function (hg19).[@cit0034] These CpGs represent the theoretical maximal possible. For comparison, we also used *Homer annotatePeaks* to annotate CpGs that we observed in our samples with a minimum of 10X reads coverage.

Evaluation of technical variation and performance using lower quantities of DNA for MC Seq {#s0004-0005}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine technical performance of MC Seq (profiled using 3 μg of genomic DNA), we first assessed reproducibility across replicates with Pearson correlation and scatterplots, using methylation sites covered with at least 10X reads coverage. Second, we calculated absolute differences in methylation values between replicates as a function of reads coverage. Third, hierarchical clustering analysis was used to ensure that replicates clustered together, using methylation sites covered with at least 10X reads coverage. Similarly, to compare the performance of MC Seq using 3 μg or 1 μg of genomic DNA, we utilized (i) Pearson correlation and scatterplots; (ii) absolute differences in methylation values at different reads coverage and; (iii) hierarchical clustering analysis, using methylation sites covered with at least 10X reads coverage.

Infinium 450K sample preparation and hybridization {#s0004-0006}
--------------------------------------------------

DNA methylation profiling using Infinium 450K BeadChip arrays was performed following the manufacturer\'s protocol. After DNA extraction from buccal epithelium samples, 1 μg of DNA was treated with sodium bisulfite using the Zymo EZ-DNA kit (Zymo Research, Orange, CA, USA) according to manufacturer\'s instructions. Bisulfite-conversion was confirmed using methylation-specific PCR. Bisulfite-treated genomic DNA was then isothermally amplified at 37°C for 22 hours, enzymatically fragmented, purified and hybridized onto the Illumina Infinium HumanMethylation450 BeadChips (Illumina Inc., CA, USA) arrays at 48°C for 18 hours. The arrays were then washed and scanned using the Illumina iScan system (Illumina Inc., CA, USA) according to the manufacturer\'s instructions.

Processing of Infinium 450K data {#s0004-0007}
--------------------------------

Processing was carried out using an in-house protocol.[@cit0035] Signal intensities and raw methylation values were extracted from GenomeStudio^™^ without any data processing. Probes with data from 2 beads or fewer or with signal detection p-values exceeding 0.01 (calculated using signal versus background of the individual bead intensities) were removed. Signal intensities from the green and red channel signals were normalized and background (negative probe control values) subtraction performed. Methylation β values were then derived as the ratio of methylation probe intensity to overall intensity. Methylation β values were processed to scale the range of Type II probes to that of Type I probes.[@cit0036]

Comparative analysis of MC Seq and Infinium 450K {#s0004-0008}
------------------------------------------------

MC Seq and Infinium 450K were compared using 2 metrics: (i) methylation values and (ii) genome coverage. Firstly, we compared methylation values from Infinium 450K and MC Seq at the same CpG sites over different MC Seq reads coverage, using Pearson correlation, scatterplots, and distribution plots of the methylation values. Secondly, we compared the coverage of the human epigenome by both platforms in terms of the proportions/numbers of regions covered and the density of coverage. For MC Seq, we determined coverage of CpG/genomic regions using (i) all hg19 CpGs within the bait design target regions (representing maximal possible coverage that could be obtained from MC Seq) and (ii) observed CpGs from buccal samples. For computing coverage of CpG islands/shores/shelves, genomic coordinates (hg 19) of CpG islands were downloaded from UCSC genome browser. CpG shores were defined as up to 2 kb from CpG islands and CpG shelves were defined as up to 2 kb from CpG shores. The number of probes from each platform that overlapped with each distinct CpG island/shore/shelf were determined using *bedtools intersect* command. Likewise, to determine gene-centric coverage, we downloaded and processed lists of genomic feature regions (promoter, 5′-UTR, exon, intron, 3′-UTR, TTS) for unique genes from UCSC (hg19) and determined their overlap with CpGs covered by both platforms using *bedtools intersect* command. We also determined the number of CpG sites located near SNPs for both platforms. The dbsnp142Common table was downloaded from UCSC genome browser and we further restricted the analysis to SNPs with *rs* numbers, of high quality (weight=1) and that were reported by the 1000 genomes project to have a minor allele frequency of at least 1%. We then determined the number of CpGs that had SNPs within 1 bp or 10 bp of the CpG site using *bedtools intersect* command. Lastly, to illustrate the utility of both methods for distinguishing interindividual variation, unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis was performed, using most variably methylated CpGs (interquartile range \>20%). For Infinium 450K, methylation sites from sex chromosomes and probes known to be cross-hybridizing[@cit0037] were excluded in the hierarchical clustering analysis. For MC Seq, only probes from autosomal chromosomes and those with a minimum read coverage of 30X were used. Clustering was performed using euclidean distance and "ward.D" method in R. We also present clustering results using other distance metrics (Manhattan distance) and agglomeration methods (single, average, and complete), together with their approximately unbiased *P*-values[@cit0030] in the Supplementary Material.
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